Germany’ s ‘ green energy revolution’ costing billions — RT Business
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Wind turbines are seen in Husum, northern Germany (AFP
Photo/ Johannes Eisele)
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In the wake of Fukushima, Angela Merkel
said Germany would phase out nuclear
power by 2022 and subsidize renewable
energy. Average German consumers can÷t
afford the ’green÷subsidies as they drive up
profits from energy companies.
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In the next 27 years, Germany will spend 550 billion euro on
renewable technologies like wind and solar, in the hope of
attaining 80 percent renewable energy by 2050.

”It÷s being sold on the message it÷s either wind energy or radioactive
catastrophe, this plays on fear, and makes money for wind energy
providers,‘ Petra Dahms, anti-wind power activist, told RT.
According to the Cologne Institute for Economic Research,
Germany÷s energy costs are 40 percent higher than in neighboring
France and the Netherlands.¡
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Germany increased its effort to ditch nuclear power after the 2011
Fukushima disaster.
E.ON Germany, the country÷s top power supplier, was hit hard after
the disaster, and has been forced to divest companies. In the first
half of 2012, the Dusseldorf-based company lost 31 million euros.
In the first half of 2013, the electricity, natural gas, oil, and coal
trader lost 50 percent in profit optimization from its power plants,
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which cost the company 641 million euro.¡ Since 2007, the
company says it's lost more than 75 percent market share.
In the beginning of October, E.ON announced it plans to invest in a
$163 billion Baltic Sea wind farm in Sweden. ¡
RWE, also based in Dusseldorf, was forced to slash over 11,000 jobs
and profits plummeted as it lost money on consumer sales.

”Our industry is suffering. Big companies may just decide it÷s too
expensive and may decide to relocate,‘ Frank Schaffler, from the
Free Democratic Party, told RT.¡
Utility values on global stock exchanges have plummeted. In 2008
they were valued at over $3 trillion, and now market capitalization
is nearly half that.
Consumers are saying the benefits aren÷t being passed on.

”One day I saw it almost doubled, I can÷t understand how this bill
can be so expensive for two people,‘ Aminta Seck, a single mother,
told RT from her Berlin home.¡

”Responsibility lies with the government and the power companies,
they are so expensive. One of the reasons for price rises is the
subsidies being payed out for solar and wind energy,‘ said Seck.
Germany÷s subsidises renewables to the tune of about $16 billion
per year, an innovation that comes at a cost to consumers and
industry. After her party÷s election victory (link) Merkel said she and
her cabinet would be reviewing the country÷s subsidy program.
The UK has set itself apart from its nuclear-wary neighbors, and has
committed to a deal with Chinese and French partners to build 2
pressurized water reactors in southern England on Monday, which
Prime Minister David Cameron hopes will offset soaring energy
prices (link). The deal makes it the first European country to
promise state funding (nearly $64 million) for a nuclear program.
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How many of the companies / corporations who own
the wind farms are registered in the county where the
wind farms are ? how many corporations buy wind
farms as a tax duct ?
It would make more sense if the country where the
farms are must pay the tax in that country !
but that wont happen any time soon !

mergon 21.12.2013 14:07
Fit solar panels and a battery bank with a split charge
system and an inverter so you can have free power at
night !

Roland Lawrence 31.10.2013 13:30
There is nothing really wrong with nuclear power. We
have progressed in Europe to far safer designs. The
problem is still nuclear waste. High level waste can last
anything from 10,000 years to 1 million years!
Realistically no one is really planning or guaranteeing
containment for more then 100 years. For the survival
of the human race this is really bad news. Money has
to be spent "going green". Geothermal, hydro, solar &
tidal power should be invested more in as they are
more constant sources. Designs get better and the
bigger the honeypot the more investors / inventors
you attract!
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